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U and 7 are closest to Israel letters available.

A horz pair of self adhesive Israel Express labels:
ref (5.92) 242.U.7

A horz strip of 4 self 
adhesive Israel Express 
labels:
ref (9/04) 722-0023

Tow vertical strips of 10, 
14.5 pf horz, and impf.
Two shades. The orange-
red is mis-alighed. The red 
strip is below.
These two panes (?) are not 
self-adhesive.
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Membership News
President’s Message
There is not much to report in this issue.
Guenter Mair is working diligently on his revised edition 
of the Air Etiquette catalogue for which we are all 
anxiously awaiting. I know that work is continuing on the 
Registry and Express label compilations. I hope to have 
more to report soon.
Membership is holding steady, increasing by several new 

members this year.
We have not had a membership meeting in a long 
time. Is there any interest in doing so at the New York 
International in May 2016? Please let me know by email 
if you are. If we have enough interest I’ll talk to the 
committee.
I welcome any and all comments and suggestions.

Art Groten

New members

Uwe Petruch (0304)
Mühlstrasse 10-1/2
72074 Tübingen, Germany
interests: AML
would like to exchange and correspond

Leigh Jago(305)
PO Bax 549
Lismore, N.S.W. 2480, Australia
interests: AML 100%
would like to exchange and correspond
lefjago@gmail.com

Dave Frick (0306)
PO Bax 874
San Dimas
CA 91773-0874, USA
interests: AML 50%, R 25%, other (express etc.) 25%
would like to exchange and correspond

Welcome and enjoy!

Express Labels
Darus Greathouse: A few Israel Express Labels (non-Bar-coded)
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Dave Nickson: my favourite cover
“My favourite Cover was mailed from Thursday Island, Queensland, Australia to Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Actually 
it is not a cover but a wrapper used to enclose several postcards. Furthermore it is a Registered Wrapper probably 
mailed from a ship calling at Thursday Island and prepaid for the Printed Matter Rate - 4d.  Postcards were 
accepted as Printed Matter 
provided they did not carry a 
written message.
 
Thursday Island is located in 
part of Northern Queensland 
off the Cape York peninsular 
in the Torres Strait. In the 
days when mail travelled by 
steamer the island served as 
a drop off and collection point 
for the mail ships. Very few 
ships travelled directly from 
Australia to North America 
and hence Canadian mail 
was generally routed through 
Singapore.
 
The wrapper was mailed 
on 2 May 1911 and bears a 4d. Queensland Queen Victoria stamp paying the British Empire registered printed 
matter rate (up to 4 oz) - 1d. postage + 3d. registration fee. It is an early usage of the Printed Matter Rate which 
was reduced to 1d. on 1 May 1911. It also bears the somewhat scarce Queensland Type Q1 Registration Label, 
introduced in 1908 with the Thursday Island office of origin. The wrapper was routed through Singapore and bears 
a Singapore transit marking on the back dated 27 Mat 1911. The Calgary arrival marking was applied in July though 
the actual date is missing.”

Miscellaneous

offer from Burt Robbins
I found a “new” variety of the USA-C-326 air mail label made 
by Avery ©1977.  The backing paper has “Avery” and their logo 
printed in black on the backing paper.  Guenter has not seen 
these, so I guess there are not too many around.  
I will offer the members a pair of these for a stamped, self 
addresses envelope sent to me.  The address is: Burt Robbins, 
21 Pheasant Way West, Centerville, MA 02632, USA..

info from Burt Robbins
If anyone cares, among all the new July 2013 Priority, Priority Express and tracking labels, there is also a 
new PS Form 2976, Customs Declaration form, also dated July 2013.  Other than the addition of another 
paragraph on the front, and the form is now 3 pages instead of 4, they look about the same, except the place 
for the mailing office date stamp on the last page has moved to the green shipping label, from the right end 
of the customer receipt.

Please, let members enjoy your 
favourite label and/or cover too.

WANTED
Registration labels, single, lots, collections. Will buy or trade 
labels and/or air mail etiquettes.
Milt Keiles, 18 Wellington Place, Monroe Township, NJ, USA

mkeiles@comcast.net



varia from Darus

Luxembourg express label; it says ’fee is 
paid’. It seems to be a private label.
ref. ‘urban & co. frankfurt a/m’

Questions
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The text “POTRUBNI POSTOU” on the label means 
‘pneumatic post’. And indeed, Prague was one of 
the cities  with an elaborate system of undergound 
tubes for very fast transporting mail within the 
city itself. (And, according Wikipedia, “The Prague 
pneumatic post is the world’s last preserved 
municipal pneumatic post system”.) One can find 
a lot of information about pneumatic post (on the 
Internet for instance), about the technique and 
about postal regulations regarding rates, special 
stationary and stamps. But not about the use of 
labels like the ones showed here.
Therefore the question: who knows more about 
labels in relation to pneumatic post? The system 
was in use in a lot of cities: in Europe in Berlin, 
Munich, Hamburg, Vienna, Prague, Rome, Napels, 
Milane, Marseille; In the US in New York City, 
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, and also in 
Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Melbourne. In most 
cases the system as used for more than a century.two German labels, text: tube post and express

Bhutan covers actually used, are hard to 
find, much less with a registration or air 
mail label on them

this is IRL-C-4, very rare on cover; Darus: 
the only time I have seen this label
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This is a postcard from 
Hungary. I think it is 
cancelled in 1933. The 
adressee is someone in 
the city of Wiesbaden, 
Germany.
Does anyone know more 
about the meaning of the 
green label?

This is a cover from The 
Delaware, Lackawanna, and 
Western Railroad company.
The sender is the 
Superintendent - Buffalo, NY.
The label seems to be a 
kind of private registration 
label, issued by the railroad 
company. Does anyone more 
about it?
Unfortunately, there is no 
cancellation date.

From Milt Keiles:
An old  Austrian 
cover with an 
unknown label.
“abgefertigt” 
means ‘processed/ 
handled’. It could be 
a label used by the 

addressee in processing his mail, for 
instance in a office. But because of the 
marking on the label, it could also  be a 
postal label. 
Who knows?

There is of course a wild variety of postal labels, far more 
than the four main categories which are being cataloged 
within PLSG. 
Darus shows to us a German label stating: “Retour. 
Content is prohibited according number…….of the list of 
prohibited objects”.
It seems likely that most countries have a similar 
regulation and therefore a kind of postal indication. In 
the USA a marking is used like this 
one (and unfortunately for us no 
label):
Who has this kind of labels? Please show them to us.
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Again, if you wish to view a lot or lots, request via e-mail, the lot numbers to me. I will return your e-mail 
with attachments of these lots (up to 10 lots per e-mail, IF my server will permit that size). Booklets will 
not be opened for scans. And backs of lots will not be scanned. Scans may not show accurate size and 
color. If you like this service, please let me know. My e-mail is in the masthead of the Bulletin.

AUCTION   # 113        .  CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated data

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. Rating COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

Air Mail Labels
1 Algeria ALG-A-3a ** ng  $2,00 
2 Argentina ARG-B-6 *** ng  $1,00 
3 ARG-B-7 *** mint w/ minor fault  $4,00 
4 Australia AUS-A-15b * block of 4, as, mint(matt gum)  $1,00 
5 AUS-B-9 ***** as, with gum, hm,  $12,00 
6 AUS-B-14 **** mint but for pm  $6,00 
7 AUS-B-14 **** mint pane of 8 with tab  $25,00 
8 AUS-B-20/21 ** mint  $3,00 
9 AUS-B-22a ***** ng  $7,50 
10 AUS-B-26 *** gum w/ hm  $1,00 
11 AUS-B-29 **** ng, w/ small front mark  $4,50 
12 AUS-B-35 **** mint, w/ glossy front  $4,00 
13 AUS-B-36 **** mint w/ minor crease  $5,00 
14 AUS-B-37 *** mint  $3,00 
15 AUS-B-37 *** mint booklet of 3 panes of 4  $20,00 
16 AUS-C-16 *** ng  $1,00 
17 AUS-C-17 *** ng  $2,00 
18  AUS-D-9 * ng, some gentle bends from use  $2,00 
19 AUS- ul ng, like A-36 but with post upper left, printing on back, 

with reference number 8834933 on back.
         $1,00 

20 Austria AUT-A-2a **** horizonal pair (mint) w/ tranlucent blue paper  $6,00 
21 AUT-A-3a *** gum w/ hm  $6,00 
22 Belgium BEL-A-15 * ng, sereral bends  $0,25 
23 BEL-A-18 * on piece  $0,15 
24 Brazil BRA-A-9 * on piece  $0,25 
25 BRA-B-18a *** ng  $3,00 
26 BRA-B-28 ***** ng  $15,00 
27 BRA-C-10 ** ng  $0,50 
28 BRA-C-11 * partial paper remains  $0,25 
29 Bulgaria BUL-A-2 **** 11.5 pf., ng  $3,50 
30 BUL-C-1a ** mint  $2,00 
31 Canada CAN-A-29 *** mint  $3,50 
32 CAN-A-33 * ng, vertical pair  $1,00 
33 CAN-B-7 *** gum w/. Hm  $2,00 
34 CAN-B-8 **** mint  $4,00 
35 CAN-B-9a *** mint w/ minor creases  $2,00 
36 CAN-B-11 **** as is, mint w/ pm,  $4,00 
37 CAN-B-12 **** mint  $3,00 
38 CAN-B-13 *** ng  $3,00 
39 CAN-B-14 *** disturbed gum, pm  $3,00 
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AUCTION   # 113        .  CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated data

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. Rating COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

40 CAN-B-15 *** ng,pm  $2,00 
41 CAN-B-18 ** as, mint (matt gum?)  $2,00 
42 Chile CHL-A-2a **** mint  $4,00 
43 Columbia CLM-B-10b ***** grey green mint  $8,00 
44 CLM-B-13a ***** mint  $7,00 
45 CLM-B-14 ***** mint  $7,00 
46 CLM-B-17 ***** as, ultramarine, mint  $7,00 
47 Cyprus CYP-A-1b ***** vertical tête pair ng (as issued,as submitted) straight 

edge at right.
 $12,00 

48 Estonia EST-A-2a **** gum w/ hm and pm  $4,50 
49 Finland FNL-A-3 **** as, looks like 3a, mint  $3,00 
50 FNL-A-6 **** as, looks like 6b, ng  $2,00 
51 FNL-A-15 *** ng, pm, as  $1,00 
52 France FRA-A-3a *** irregular edges, trimmed close at top right, ng  $2,00 
53 FRA-A-3d ** ng  $1,00 
54 France FRA-B-27 *** disturbed gum ,hm, centered low  $2,00 
55 Germ F. Rep FRG-A-7 * 2 on piece, 2 shades  $1,00 
56 Germ D.Rep GDR-B-2a **** mint, but for paper remainer at rear top right  $5,00 
57 Germ Dt. R GER-A-14 ***** as, mint  $9,00 
58 GER-A-17 **** ng, winkles  $2,00 
59 GER-A-18 **** gum w/ hm, adhesives  $4,00 
60 GER-B-12a ***** full gum w/ half faint hm  $5,00 
61 GER-C-22 **** ng, faults on face  $3,00 
62 Great Britan GBR-A-57 * on piece  $0,25 
63 Greece GRC-A-1 **** mint  $4,00 
64 GRC-A-3b **** ng, minor winkles  $4,00 
65 GRC-B-1a ***** gum with hm, pm  $6,00 
66 GRC-B-1b ***** ng  $2,50 
67 GRC-B-2 ***** mint  $2,50 
68 Hong Kong unlisted block of 4, mint w/ backing paper, glossy bright red front  $8,00 
69 unlisted like lot 68, but dull flat red front. Single label  $3,00 
70 HKG-A-10a * mint  $0,50 
71 Honduras HND-A-1a ***** mint  $5,00 
72 Iceland ICL-A-4 *** as, ng  $2,00 
73 ICL-B-2 **** ng, hm  $3,00 
74 ICL-B-4 *** ng  $2,00 
75 ICL-B-9 ** gum w/ hm, 2 thins  $1,00 
76 India IND-A-7b ** gum w/ pm  $2,00 
77 Italy ITA-A-2 ** ng, w/ 2 horzional creases  $2,00 
78 ITA-B-2 **** large thin 20% of back, pm, other faults, not easy to 

find?
 $7,00 

79 Japan JPN-unlisted 1998’s, 24x49mm yellow backing paper  $2,00 
80 JNP-B-9 *** mint, 2 gentle bends  $1,00 
81 Kenya KEN-B-2 * 2 shades, ng. used  $1,00 
82 KEN-B-7 ** on piece  $1,00 
83 Lebanon LBN-A-17c `** ng  $1,00 
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AUCTION   # 113        .  CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated data

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. Rating COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

84 Namibia unlisted ng  $2,00 
85 Netherland NEL-A-20 * on piece  $0,50 
86 NEL-A-23 * on piece  $0,25 
87 NEL-B-18 *** full gum w/ pm  $3,00 
88 NEL-B-19a *** ng  $3,00 
89 New ZealandNZL-A-9 ** shiny gum  $3,00 
90 NZL-A-10a * ng  $0,25 
91 NZL-A-14 * ng cancelled  $0,25 
92 NZL-B-4 *** ng  $1,50 
93 NZL-C-8 ** ng, hm, pm  $2,00 
94 NZL-C-15 *** ng  $2,50 
95 Norway NOR-A-7b **** ng  $3,00 
96 NOR-A-20a/b* mint pane of 2, ref P.B.I. 341B  $2,00 
97 NOR-A-22a/b* mint pane of 2, ref  BI. 341B. 600 000. 6-85. Sem  $3,00 
98 Peru PRU-B-1 **** mint  $6,00 
99 Portugal POR-A-12a * ng, 10.5 pf  $0,25 
100 POR-A-12b * ng, 12 pf  $0,25 
101 POR-A-12c * ng, 13.5 pf  $0,25 
102 POR-unlisted block of 4, Mod. 511 self adhev. Yellow backing paper  $4,00 
103 POR-A-20 * mint strip of 5, blue and red, yellow backing paper  $5,00 
104 POR-unlisted like lot 103, but no red, strip of 5, same ref 521.01.0940  $7,00 
105 Sweden SWE-B-1 **** ng  $4,00 
106 South Africa RSA-A-1 ***** lower right corner w/o gum  $30,00 
107 Saar SAR-A-2 ***** mint  $20,00 
108 Switzerland SWI-A-12 **** ng  $3,00 
109 SWI-A-20 *** ng  $1,00 
110 SWI-A-23 *** ng  $1,00 
111 SWI-A-24a ** 2 labels,2 shades,ng  $1,00 
112 SWI-A-25a ** ng, 3 labels, 3 shades  $3,00 
113 SWI-A-27 * ng  $0,25 
114 SWI-B-4 *** 6 mint panes of 5 ( 30 labels) stapled to back board  $60,00 
115 Sudan SUD-A-6 * full gum, hm  $1,00 

USA Air Mail Labels
116 Unit. States USA-A-9 ** ng  $2,00 
117 USA-A-10 * mint  $1,00 
118 USA-A-11 * roultetted cancelled  $0,25 
119 USA-A-16a * gum w/ hm  $1,00 
120 USA-A-17a * perforated, ng  $0,50 
121 USA-A-17c * roulteted, ng  $0,50 
122 USA-A--28 * mint w/ tab,on tab *GPO 1992-234-574,ref: Label 19-

B1990
 $1,00 

123 USA-A-31 * Label 19-B, March 1995, on piece  $1,00 
124 USA-A-32 * mint pane of 5 w/.Tab (Label 19B),ref: Label 19B, April 

1997
 $5,00 

125 USA-unlisted ref: Label 19A April 1997, on piece ( like A-32, but 
95x50)

 $3,00 
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ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. Rating COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

126 USA-B-11 *** ng,pm  $1,00 
127 USA-B-45 **** mint, but pm  $4,00 
128 USA-B-54a *** booklet pane of 5, ng, with tab to left  $4,00 
129 USA-B-55 *** booklet pane of 5, mint, with tab to left  $2,50 
130 USA-B-59 *** as, ng  $1,00 
131 USA-B-60 *** mint  $4,00 
132 USA-B-61 * ng  $1,00 
133 USA-B-67 *** mint  $2,00 
134 USA-B-69 *** full gum w/ 2 hinges, w/ tab  $3,00 
135 USA-B-76 **** mint  $4,00 
136 USA-B-71 *** mint  $2,00 
137 USA-B-78 *** as, mint,slight gum disturbance  $3,50 
138 USA-B-79 *** as is, has some gum, creases, has Prted in USA under 

Tom of Tomorrow in small print?
 $0,50 

139 USA-B-80 ** ng  $1,00 
140 USA-B-81 *** mint but pm  $3,00 
141 USA-B-84 ** mint, ref: C136C  $1,00 
142 USA-B-87 ** mint, ref: Printed in USA C136D  $1,00 
143 USA-B-95 **** mint  $4,00 
144 USA-B-96 * mint  $1,00 
145 USA-B-97 **** ng, 2 hm  $3,00 
146 USA-B-98 *** mint  $3,00 
147 USA-B-99 *** full gum w/ hm  $1,00 
148 USA-B-105a ** mint  $1,00 
149 USA-B-140 *** mint  $1,00 
150 USA-B-141a ** mint  $1,00 
151 USA-B-142 *** as, mint  $2,00 
152 no lot
153 USA-B-145 *** mint  $3,00 
154 USA-B-144 *** mint  $3,00 
155 USA-B-145 *** gum w/ hm,pm  $1,50 
156 USA-B-147a ***** as, ng, slight paper adhesive on front  $5,00 
157 USA-B-149 *** as, ng  $1,50 
158 USA-B-151 *** ng  $1,00 
159 USA-B-156 ** full gum w/ slight thin, extra ink  $1,50 
160 USA-B-159 ** full gum w/ 2 hm  $2,00 
161 USA-B-160 *** ng, w/tab  $1,50 
162 USA-B-161 ** full gum but for thin  $1,00 
163 USA-B-164 **** mint but for pm  $4,00 
164 USA-B-169 **** mint  $6,00 
165 USA-B-171 *** gum w/ hm, right end has bend mark  $3,00 
166 USA-B-173 *** mint  $2,00 
167 USA-B-174 *** mint  $3,00 
168 USA-B-175c *** as, ng, 12.5 pf  $1,50 
169 USA-B-176 *** mint but foir pm  $2,00 
170 USA-B-179 ** gum w/ slight hm  $1,00 
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171 USA-B-181 **** ng  $4,00 
172 USA-B-183 *** ng  $3,00 
173 USA-B-184 ***** partial cancel, ng  $15,00 
174 USA-B-185 **** mint  $5,00 

PRIORITY Labels
175 Various ul mixed lot of 10 , 8 on piece, 2 ng  $1,00 
176 USA P. ul Global Guaranted, mint, Ref: 107RGG3X  $3,00 
177 USA P. ul tape on white semi-transparent, showing 2 different 

indices or separations of labels, Ref: Sept 1987 LABEL 
106A

 $1,50 

178 Australia Smith’s 23.1 on piece of paper,  $0,50 
179 Smith’s 23.2 like 23.1 but printing on back of label ( second damaged

label to show printing, thrown in)
 $0,50 

Ecomony Labels
180 Various mixed   lot of 6, 1 is mint on backing paper, 1 upper left 

corner damaged.  3 are from New Zealand. 5 ng
 $1,00 

EXPRESS Labels
(when known Smith numbers used)

181 Austria like 42.2 but 12 pf. Not 11 pf, horziontal coil pair, ng  $1,00 
182 China 2 mint Prompt Delivery labels (same)  $1,00 
183 Czechoslovakia         12,11 13.5 pf. Mint  $0,50 
184 Denmark gum w/ hm, hole in middle, 2 part label,roult, ref:  K10  $1,00 
185 Finland 21,1 mint  $0,50 
186 Finland ul red label w/ rounded corners, bluish backing paper, 

mint 
 $1,00 

187 France mint pink exp, label 66x31 mm,  $2,00 
188 Greece mint vertical strip of 3, roulted,  $2,00 
189 Greece mint pane of 5 ( roulted inbetween, impf outer edges)  $4,00 
190 Hong Kong 30,1 mint block of 4x4 (16)  $8,00 
191 Indonesia 10,5 ng  $0,25 
192 Ireland 10,1 mint ng, 1.5 mm roult steps, Express Fee w/o serifs  $3,00 
193 Ireland 10,2 mint( full gum), 4 mm roult steps, E.F. with serifs  $4,00 
194 Israel 20,1 mint verital coil strip of 3  $2,00 
195 Italy 31,1 vertical strip of 4, ng, 14 pf, ref: Mod. 24  $3,00 
196 Kuwait 10,2 mint self Adhev, w/ tab and backing paper  $1,00 
197 Norway unlisted like NOR 40.2 but is not 9-80, but 6.82, ng (see scan)  $6,00 
198 Singapore unlisted brown and white on piece  $1,00 
199 Singapore 30,1 mint on semi-transparent backing paper  $1,00 
200 Spain ng, pink, roultted, block of 12 (2x6)  $8,00 
201 Portugal unlisted vertical strip of 3 mint on backing paper, Ref: Mod 196  $2,00 
202 Swaziland unlisted vertical pair (matt gum direct from P.O.) roult step 3mm 

has yellow backing paper.
 $6,00 

203 Transkei unlisted mint, IPOSI P.O., P 1/145 ©, from P.O.,impf.  $6,00 
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204 Turkey unlisted mint  $2,00 
205 United 

Kingdom unlisted
mint block of 2x7 (14), without horizontal bars (see 
scan)

 $8,00 

205 United 
Kingdom unlisted

mint block of 2x2 (4), with bars above and below 
Express

 $3,00 

206 Various mix of 20 suggest seeing scan, Labels from about 11 countries  $4,00 
207 Unknown mint blue globe,hand holding data post special Express 

Service
 $2,00 

208 Australia Sea Mail from Aus. (surface) 53x63 mm, faults at right  $3,00 
209 No Lot

United States Priority Mail Labels
210 USA on piece Label 107 Jan 1991  $1,00 
211 mint w/ tab Label 107, Dec 1992, slight miscut (about 2 mm up)  $4,00 
212 mint w/ tab Label 107 April 1995  $2,00 
213 on piece Label 107R, Oct 1997, a bit rough at top left  $1,00 
214 mint Label 107R, January 2008, on backing paper  $2,00 
215 mint Label 228,January 2008 ( mailing label)  $0,50 

Registration labels
216 Bulgaria 7,1 $1,00 mint block of red special registration labels,lower left 

corner block of 8.
 $12,00 

Donation to PLSG
The following lots,217 thru 228, proceeds are to be donated 
to PLSG, by John Brandt. Thank you, Jack.

217 France complete Mint booklet dated Jan. 1949 : composed of  4 panes of
5 AML ( looks similar to A-4 ), 2 panes of 5 A.O. labels and 2 panes 
of 2 customs labels.

218 mix 4 poster stamps related to air shows?
219 Uni States USA-B-252 *** Mint vertical strip of 5 labels
220 Denmark DNK-A-10a/b*** ng, pane of 2 w/ tab that looks like 10a/b
221 AML mix all mint Includes USA: B105a 2** ( pane of 5), B-229 ***, C-169 ***, one 

unlisted: fight heart disease from San Diego county, and 2 Swiss, I 
France and 1 Hungrian AML. Ask for scan.

222 Switzerland SWI-A-28 * mint strip of 5 w/ tab PTT237.10 Format D 9 (48x34)
SWI-A-29 * mint strip of 10 w/ tab Ptt237.11 Format 1/2 D9 (48x17)

Some separation seen on both panes: one bid for both.
223 Switzerland SWI-B-3 *** Booklet pane of 5 w/ nice tab, ng, bottom 3 labels not attached to top.
224 Switzerland SWI-B-4 *** pane of 5 w/ tab, ng
225 Switzerland SWI-B-5 or 6 *** Mint pane of 5 w/ tab
226 mixture of AML 7 various labels; includes USA-C-189 that trimmed at bottom below Mail. 

One unkown horz pair.  See scan
227 mixture 3 poster labels 2 small and one seal (?)
228 2 labels USA-C-442 **, ng used  ///// and unknown Swiss parcel ?
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AUCTION   # 113        .  CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated data

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. Rating COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

Thomas Airline and Baggage Material 
(ref to Thomas)

(Suggest you ask for scan if interested.)
229 TWA UST-228 Sun in sun glasses (T III pg. 229), oval)  $3,00 
230 TWA UST-20-3 Super Constellations  (T. III pog. 228)  $6,00 
231 TWA UST-200 like 230, but Fly is serifed, 132x68 mm (III, pg. 228)  $6,00 

232 TWA UST-210
like lot 231, but has place for name and address (III pg 
228)  $6,00 

233 TWA UST-313
Air Cargo:USA,Europe,Africa,Asia,F-872,6-489(III pg 
231)  $7,00 

234 TWA UST-191 Stewartess (III pg 228)  $8,00 
235 United USU-254X Air Freight (III pg 241)  $5,00 
236 TWA UST-30 words as lot 233, (III pg 231)  $5,00 
237 Air France FR-540 Round orange 94mm diameter, ( Vol I, pg. 44)  $12,00 

Covers With Labels
(Scott 2011 prices for stamps)

238 Austria Postcard first flight 1928, Sc C-16 $0.85, AML may be AUT-A-2a ****  $10,00 
239 Belgium 1955 small cover  $2,00 
240 USA 1934 blk of 4  Sc 743 ( $0.40 each) unknown AML and 

Special Delivery
 $1,00 

241 USA 2 covers 1 cover has 3 Sc 683 ($1.05 each), second 688($0.85 
and 709($0.20) both have AML(like USA-B-10) early 
12/22/34?)

 $5,00 

242 USA USA-C-37 **** National Air Mail week, Griffin Georgia, 1938, early use,  
label center off about 2 mm

 $8,00 

243 Cuba Cover USA-B-60 *** 1959 Commerial cover, 2 Sc C-1379$0.20) Fold does 
not effect label or stamps.

 $5,00 

244 USA meter 
cover

USA-C-79a **** 1942 Billings Montana meters, AML off-center about 
12mm

 $4,00 

245 Finland FNL-A-21 ** 1957. SC 347,349 ($1.15)+B-138-9($2.15), clean cover  $5,00 
246 World-wide Express 8 covers No scan, too large area and bits to send  $2,00 

Odd ball Items
247 Canada Fragile pane of 8 w/ tab, ref:33 086 106 (10-76) matt gum? 

Mint?
 $10,00 

248 United Kingdom mint block of 5x8, Post Office Express delivery, red brown?
Ref: Printed for HMSO in the UK Dd. 0481105 5/83....
P459

 $8,00 

249 USA Special Delivery Sheet 15/16/16 vertical x3 horz. ( mint 47 ) labels + ref 
:label like Smith 30.2. 

 $25,00 

250 USA unlisted Triangular yellow/black Express Mail, Sunday/Holiday 
Delivery Guaranteed.  Label 25, March 2008, mint w/ 
white backing paper.  

 $1,00 

 END
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Closing date: JUNE 15, 2014

1. PLSG Postal Bid Auctions are restricted to PLSG members in good standing.
2. Bids must reach Postal Auctioneer no later than 7 pm on closing date.
3. Lots are sold at one increment over next highest bid per schedule below. Earliest bid prevails in case of ties.
4. Notification with invoice will be made as soon as possible. Payment due on receipt. Prompt refund made for  
 lots returned for just cause.
5. Owners are charged 10% of amount realized, 5% buyer’s premium added to help defray costs of operations.
6. Members are urged to send their excess material to Postal Auctioneer for inclusion in forthcoming sale.
7. Material submitted is at owner’s risk. Every reasonable precaution is taken for its protection but neither   
 Auctioneer nor PLSG may be held liable for damage or diappearance.
8. Consignors must describe each lot and set reserves. Auctioneer will confirm descriptions and edit as needed.
9. Abbreviations used are those in standard philatelic practice.
10. Remittances should be made to the Postal Auctioneer by name.
11. A list of “Prices Realized” will be published in succeeding issues of the Bulletin.

Bid advances: up to $10, by 25c
 $10 - $20, by 50c
 $20 - $50, by $1
 over $50, by $2

Auction #113 Closing date 06-15-2014
Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result

Successful bids will be circled. Please do not enter bids in units smaller that 25c. Such entries will be lowered to 
the nearest quarter-dollar. Bids for less than the reserve will be ignored.

Lots must be paid for within 7 days of receipt or returned of not in accordance with the description.
Please sign your bid sheet form in the space provided and make cheques payable to:
Darus W. Greathouse
1505 Dogwood Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ - 08003

From Name _________________________

Address ____________________________

 ____________________________

 ____________________________

Signature ___________________________

Member # __________________________


